SC211
Talk-back station for deck and engine room









Created for engine room spaces and harsh marine environment
Connects horn speaker
Connects headset for noisy environment communication
Water tight and salt mist resistant
-25 dg.C to +70 dg.C operating
Build in relay for drive of auxillary horn and beacon
EN60945 and IACS E10
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Description
The SC211 talk-back station is created for use on
board ships on deck and in engine spaces.
It has a robust completely water tight and salt mist
resistant design. With the optional front covering
door, it reaches an IP65 protection class and can
be used directly in exposed areas.
The SC211 must be connected to either a 10W
horn speaker or a headset. When using the
headset, full duplex conversations can be
obtained, but when using the horn speaker, the
station either speaks or listens. In this case the
speaker is used as microphone as well.
The station can be used in conjunction with a
SC411 to make up a talk-back conference group,
where the SC411 - typically on the bridge - can
call one or more SC211’s - typically on deck.
The master is the SC411 which controls the
speech direction. The call is initiated from the
SC411. When the call is established, the speech
direction is controlled from the SC411 by the PTT
key.
The station has 3 push buttons, which can be
preprogrammed for fixed call numbers. These
keys are used as PTT keys as well, when the
10W horn speaker is used also for microphone.

Order information
Stock number: 10-110-0211

The SC211 has a build in relay for activating an
external horn and beacon.
The SC220 can be delivered in OEM variants
allowing customers to add their own design to the
front folio. Contact us for more information.

Specifications









Connects 10W horn speaker
Connects headset w. 10m cable
3 preprogrammed call keys
Relay for driving horn and
rotating light 50V 1A
Power 18-32V DC 1A
-25 to 70 dg.C operation
DNV-GL type approved
EN60945 and IACS E10 compliant

Accessories






Handset
Handset mount kit
Headset w. 10m
Horn / beacon
Front cover

10-400-1020
10-400-1025
10-400-0205
10-400-0405
10-400-1040

